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ABSTRACT  
 

It is difficult to get accurate stereo matching for the occluded and smooth areas of an image. In 

this paper, a stereo matching algorithm is proposed based initially on texture region and then 

on smooth region. First, the reasonable texture points in the left and right image pairs are 

obtained, and the texture point disparity values of the left and right images are calculated 

respectively using the adaptive-weight cost aggregation method. Then, starting from the texture 

points, the disparity values of the smooth areas are calculated by expanding the disparity maps 

of the left and right textures. Finally, the expanded left and right disparity maps are fused to 

obtain the final one.In the matching process, the algorithm effectively avoids the occluded area 

and adds constraint methods to improve the matching accuracy and speed. Experiments show 
that the proposed algorithm is fast and has higher accuracy disparity between discontinuous 

and smooth regions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Binocular stereo vision is an important branch of computer vision and is widely used in the fields 

of 3D reconstruction, robot and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) navigation, and automatic 

driving. Among these, stereo matching, as a key concept in stereo vision, has become a hot topic 
in the field of computer vision research [1] and the method for acquiring accurate disparity 

images quickly and efficiently is of particular significance. 

 

At present, region-based stereo matching methods can be divided into local, semi-global, and 
global stereo matching. Global stereo matching establishes a minimum energy function for one 

line or all areas of an image to obtain the optimal disparity values, such as graph cut [2], 

confidence propagation [3], and dynamic programming [4]. The global algorithm can generate a 
more accurate disparity map, but it is difficult to achieve fast stereo matching due to high 

computational complexity. To improve the matching speed, Hirschmuller proposed a semi-global 
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algorithm [5] reducing the optimization problem of the global algorithm from two dimensions to 

one. This is currently one of the most successful algorithms. 

 
Adaptive weight [6] is a good local stereo matching algorithm. This method determines the 

weight of pixels in the window according to the similarity of colors and geometric distance 

between pixels and improves the matching accuracy of disparity discontinuous regions. The cost 
aggregation method based on bilateral filtering proposed by Mattoccia et al [7] is similar to the 

adaptive weight method. The image segmentation method [8] uses the segmentation results to 

adaptively select the size of the matching window and improve the matching accuracy of 

disparity discontinuity regions, but the image segmentation process affects the efficiency of the 
whole algorithm. Drouyer [9] used a waterfall hierarchical segmentation and robust regression 

model to propagate disparity values, improving the efficiency of the segmentation algorithm. To 

improve the robustness of the algorithm in dealing with noise and image brightness changes, 
some algorithms use Rank transform [10] or census transform [11] to calculate the matching cost. 

Another kind of algorithm considers the texture information [12, 13] of an image and uses the 

corresponding relationship of the edge points between the current and the previous frames to 
quickly obtain the sparse disparity of the video. The method [14] uses the non-texture region 

constraint and edge region constraint to improve the accuracy of stereo matching. 

 

Another kind of matching algorithm uses a deep learning method to train the set of image pairs 
and disparity maps to obtain depth information, and develops very accurate disparity maps, such 

as [15-17]. However, this kind of algorithm requires expensive equipment and long training 

times. Also, the disparity result is strongly dependent on the image set used in the training 
process. 

 

For now, obtaining accurate disparity estimation in disparity discontinuous and weak texture 

regions remains a challenge. Therefore, we propose a progressive stereo matching method. First, 
the texture region of the image is extracted, and the texture disparity map of the left and right 

images is obtained by using the adaptive-weight cost aggregation method. Then the left texture 

disparity map is expanded to the right, and the right texture disparity map to the left to obtain 
disparity maps of the left and right images, respectively. Finally, the left and right disparity maps 

are fused to obtain the final one. This disparity estimation method can effectively reduce error 

matching in occlusion and smooth regions. 
 

2. PROPOSED STEREO MATCHING METHOD 
 

The method proposed in this paper is mainly divided into two steps: texture point acquisition and 

disparity estimation; expansion and fusion of texture disparity map. In this section, we describe 
these two steps in detail. 

 

2.1. Texture Point Acquisition and Disparity Estimation 
 

The image features of texture regions are obvious, and accurate disparity is easier to obtain when 

matching. Here we need to obtain reasonable texture points and an accurate texture disparity map. 
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2.1.1. Texture Point Acquisition 

 

The process for obtaining image texture is similar to image edge detection. There are many 
methods including differential operator, Laplace of Gaussian (Log) operator, and canny operator. 

 

However, these methods do not meet our requirements. Therefore, we propose a different method 
to obtain the texture of an image. Whether a point is a texture point can be identified by Formula 

(1) 

 

𝑇𝑝 = {255 𝑖𝑓 (𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑞∈𝑃(|𝐼𝑝 − 𝐼𝑞| > 𝜔)) > 5

0                      𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒                         
                                      (1) 

 

Where p is a pixel in the image; Tp is the value of the texture matrix; and q is the pixel in the 

neighborhood window(3 × 3) of point p. Ip, Iqare gray values of point p and q; ω is the 

differential threshold. Using formula (1), the number of gray scale differences greater than ω 

between one pixel and adjacent pixels is counted. If the number exceeds 5, pixel points are 

considered as texture points; otherwise they are considered smooth points. Taking the Teddy 
image as an example, the texture extraction results are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Texture image obtained by the proposed method. Left is the gray image of Teddy, right is the 

texture image (where the value of 0 represents smooth point and 255 represents texture point). 

 

2.1.2. Texture Disparity Estimation 
 
In this paper, we need to estimate the texture disparity of the left and right image respectively. 

The adaptive weights matching cost aggregation method is used in the estimation process. The 

traditional adaptive weight stereo matching algorithm was proposed by Yoon [6], and the support 
weight function of its neighboring pixels can be expressed as: 

 

𝑤(𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝑓𝑐(∆𝑐𝑝𝑞) ∙ 𝑓𝑑(∆𝑑𝑝𝑞)                                                          (2) 
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Where p is the pixel to be matched; q is the pixel point in the matching window; and w(p, q) is 

the weight of the corresponding point in the window; fc and fd represent the color similarity and 

spatial proximity of points p and q, respectively. ∆cpq and ∆dpqcan be expressed as: 

 

∆𝑐𝑝𝑞 = √(𝑟𝑝 − 𝑟𝑞)2 + (𝑔𝑝 − 𝑔𝑞)2 + (𝑏𝑝 − 𝑏𝑞)2                                 (3) 

∆𝑑𝑝𝑞 = √(𝑥𝑝 − 𝑥𝑞)2 + (𝑦𝑝 − 𝑦𝑞)2                                                (4) 

 

Where (rp, gp, bp) is the color component of point p in RGB color space; (xp, yp)is the 

coordinate position of point  p.  

 

To improve the matching accuracy of texture points, gradient similarity is added to the weight 

calculation. Similar to Laplacian operator, the gradient calculation of point p is as follows: 
 

𝑔𝑝 = 𝐼𝑝(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) + 𝐼𝑝(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦) + 𝐼𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) + 𝐼𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1) − 4𝐼𝑝 (𝑥, 𝑦)                          (5) 

 

Then the gradient similarity of point p and point q is expressed as: 

∆𝑔𝑝𝑞 = |𝑔𝑝 − 𝑔𝑞|                                                                                (6) 

The weight function of neighboring pixels can be rewritten as: 

𝑤(𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝑓𝑐(∆𝑐𝑝𝑞) ∙ 𝑓𝑑(∆𝑑𝑝𝑞) ∙  𝑓𝑔(∆𝑔𝑝𝑞)                                                    (7) 

Where fc，fd and fg use the Gaussian kernel function to calculate the corresponding similarity 

and proximity: 

𝑓𝑐 = 𝑓𝑑 = 𝑓𝑔 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑥

𝛿
)                                                                  (8) 

Finally, the form of the adaptive weight function can be expressed as: 

𝑤(𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
∆𝑐𝑝𝑞

𝛿𝑐
) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

∆𝑑𝑝𝑞

𝛿𝑑
) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

∆𝑔𝑝𝑞

𝛿𝑔
)                                                  (9) 

Where δc, δd, δgare adjustable parameters. The matching cost aggregation process is the same as 

that in reference [6]. In order to improve the matching speed and accuracy, we propose some 

constraints: 

 
(1) Corresponding matching points in left and right images should have similar gray or 

intensity values. 

 

(2) The corresponding matching point p̅ on the right image should also be a texture point or a 

neighboring texture point. 
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(3) In order to reduce the mismatching of occluded areas, the matched points on the right 

image are marked. 

 
(4) For points on the same texture, the disparity value of the current point restricts the 

disparity search range of subsequent ones. 

 
Through the above constraint strategy, the matching speed and mismatching rate are both 

improved. After left and right consistency (LRC) check, the matching results are shown in Figure 

2. Here we use the pseudo-color to display disparitymaps. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.Left and right texture disparity map 

 

2.2. Expansion and Fusion of the Texture Disparity Map 
 
In this section we estimate the disparity value of the smooth region according to the texture 

disparity value. For image pairs acquired by cameras placed in parallel to left and right, if the 

texture itself in the left image is not occluded in the right image, then the right side of the texture 
must not be occluded in the right image; similarly, if the texture itself in the right image is not 

occluded in the left image, the left side of the texture must not be occluded in the left image. 

 
According to this characteristic, for the left image, we estimate the disparity value of the smooth 

region from the texture point to the right. For the right image, we estimate the disparity value of 

the smooth region from the texture point to the left. This ensures that no points will be occluded 

in the matching process, i.e., corresponding matching points must be found in another reference 
image. 

 

 

2.2.1. Texture Disparity Map Extension 

 

When expanding disparity from texture to smooth area, we regard each smooth area segment in 

horizontal direction as a whole; that is, each smooth segment is also smooth in disparity value, 
and there will be no sudden change in disparity. Setting the overall disparity of the smooth 

segment as Ds, if the length SL of the smooth segment is smaller than the diameter w2r of the 
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matching cost aggregation window, then the disparity of all pixels of the smooth segment is 

calculated in pixels. If the smooth segment is longer than w2r, the overall disparity value Ds of 

the segment is calculated in segments, and then the disparity of each pixel in the segment is 

calculated with Ds as the constraint. 

 

For the left image, the disparity calculation process of the smoothed segment is as follows: 
 

A. If SL<=w2r, disparity estimation is performed in pixels, and the matching cost aggregation 

method is the same as the texture point matching method. 

 

B. If SL>w2r, estimate the global disparity of the segment first, and then estimate the disparity of 

each pixel of the segment. 

 
B1.Find a matching segment in the right image at the cost of matching all pixels contained in the 

segment. The right side of the segment may be occluded and the high matching cost area on the 

right side of the segment should be ignored when matching. The segment matching cost formula 

is as follows: 

E(𝑠𝑙 , 𝑠𝑟) =
∑ |𝐼𝑝−𝐼𝑞|𝑝∈𝑠𝑙,𝑞∈𝑠𝑟,|𝐼𝑝−𝐼𝑞|≤𝜎𝑠

𝑆𝐿′
                                                        (10) 

where sl, sr are the corresponding matching segments in the left and right images, respectively; p 

is the pixel within sl and q is the pixel within sr; Ip, Iq represent the intensity values of points p 

and q, respectively; SL′ is the number of pixels in the segment that participate in calculating the 

matching cost; σs is a high matching cost threshold. The segment with the lowest matching cost is 

taken as the final matching result, and the value obtained is taken as the disparity value DsL of the 
whole segment. Since the left side of the smooth segment is not occluded, the disparity search 

range is DsL < dtl + SL/2 when segment matching is performed, where dtl is the disparity value 

of the left texture point. 

 
B2.The smooth region may be an inclined plane, and so there will be some differences between 

the disparity value within the smooth region and DsL. Since the disparity value of the left end of 

the segment will not be greater than the disparity value of its left texture point, the disparity range 

at the left end of the segment is [DsL − SL/2, dtl]. Perform stereo matching to the left end of 

segment with this range constraint, and the subsequent pixel points of the segment are matched 

with smooth constraint, i.e., |di − di−1| ≤ 2, where di and di−1 are the disparity values of the 

current and the previous pixels in the segment, respectively. Each pixel also uses the method of 
adaptive weight for cost aggregation when matching. 

For the right image, we can use the same method to get the disparity value of the smooth region, 

but in the expansion process, we expand from the texture point to the left side according to the 
right texture map. 

 

2.2.2. Fusion of Disparity Maps 

 
After expanding the texture disparity map of the left and right images, we have two disparity 

maps, the left disparity map dispL and the right disparity map dispR. There will be no disparity 

value in some areas of dispL and dispR. By fusing the two disparity images, a complete disparity 
map can be obtained. At the same time, LRC detection can eliminate mismatched disparity values 
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in the fusion process.With the left disparity map as the final disparity image, the fusion process is 

as follows: 

 
A. If a pixel point has no value in the left disparity map but has a value in the corresponding point 

of the right disparity map, the pixel is assigned the disparity value of the right map. 

 
B. If a pixel has a disparity value in both the left and right disparity maps, assess the difference 

between the two disparity values. If|dpl − dpr| ≤ 2 (dpl and dpr are the disparity values of point 

p in the left and right disparity maps respectively), then take dpl as the disparity value of point p; 

if |dpl − dpr| > 2, the disparity value at that point is deleted. 

 

 

(a)                      (b)                      (c) 
 

Figure 3.Disparity expansion and fusion results. (a) is the left expansion disparity map, (b) is the 

right expansion disparity map, and (c) is the fusion disparity map. 
 

After the fusion is completed, it is necessary to interpolate and fill in the empty disparity areas 

caused by mismatching and occlusion in the disparity map, using the interpolation method of 

similar neighboring pixels as the filling method. Finally, the refinement operation method in [18] 
is used to refine the whole disparity map in sub-pixels. The whole stereo matching process is 

complete, and the experimental results of the texture disparity expansion and the fusion process 

are shown in Figure 3. 
 

3. EXPERIMENT 
 

In the performance evaluation of the algorithm, this paper uses the dataset provided by the 

Middlebury website [19]. In comparing this process with other algorithms and in order to 
accurately evaluate the matching performance of the algorithm itself, no disparity refinement 

method was added to the experimental results. All the algorithms in the experiment use the same 

PC platform configured with 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 8G RAM, and 64-bit OS. Also, all 
algorithms run under C + + code. 

 

We selected existing classical algorithms such as SGM (Semi-Global matching) [5] and CS 
(Cross-Scale) [20] for our experimental comparison. For the experiment, some parameters in this 

paper were set as follows: difference threshold ω = 5; adaptive weight adjustment parameters 
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δc = 10,δd = 20, δg = 5; the diameter of the cost aggregation window w2r = 15; threshold for 

high matching cost σs = 10. In addition, for the CS method, the number of iterations in the CS 

algorithm was 3, the matching window size was 25 pixels, and the parameters of other algorithms 

remained at their original default values. The disparity map of the experimental results is shown 

in Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Unrefined disparity map. From top to bottom: Cone, Art, Teddy; From left to right: CS algorithm, 

SGM algorithm, this algorithm and ground truth. 

In addition, this paper also uses standard evaluation bad 2.0 to compare the disparity accuracy of 
these algorithms. The error percentage is compared according to the occlusion area, all areas, and 

discontinuous areas respectively. The results are shown in Table 1. 

 

As can be seen from Figure 4 and Table 1, the error matching rate of the algorithm proposed in 
this paper is the lowest in the non-occlusion area and all areas. This is because the algorithm 

performs texture matching first and then expands to smooth region, avoiding false matching of 

occluded regions and improving the matching accuracy of images for disparity discontinuous 
regions. In addition, we performed stereo matching for all images in the training set of the 2014 

dataset provided by Middlebury. The average running time of each algorithm was: SGM, 8.6 

seconds; CS, 130.4 seconds; our method, 8.7 seconds. The algorithm proposed in this paper also 

has a fast speed. 
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Table 1. Error Percentage Evaluation Results of Stereo Matching Algorithms (Error Threshold = 2.0) 

 

Algorithm SGM CS Our method 

Art 

Nonocc 3.03 4.75 2.87 

all 14.47 22.80 13.36 

disc 6.25 11.86 6.10 

Teddy 

Nonocc 4.08 5.91 3.21 

all 12.16 19.64 9.22 

disc 13.77 16.84 11.58 

Cones 

Nonocc 2.14 2.81 1.90 

all 6.42 8.73 6.65 

disc 5.50 9.32 4.73 

Average Error(Nonocc) 3.08 4.49 2.66 

 

Fig. 5 shows the performance of the change of three parameters δc, δd 𝑎𝑛𝑑 δg on the error of non-

occluded areas. The error percentage in the Fig.5 is the average value calculated from 15 pairs of 
images in the training data set of Middlebury. In each case, we keep the other parameters 

constant. Each parameter change has little influence on the matching accuracy of the proposed 

algorithm because the effect of outliers is suppressed by using the combined form of support-
weights. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The performance of the proposed algorithm when three parameters are changed separately. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

In order to improve the false matching caused by occlusion and weak texture regions in images, 

this paper proposes a progressive stereo matching method: texture regions first and smooth 
regions later. The algorithm first extracts the texture region of the image, calculates the disparity 

value of the two texture images by using the adaptive weight method, and performs an LRC 

check. Then, according to the texture disparity maps, the left image expands to the right and the 

right image to the left, and the respective disparity maps of the smooth regions are calculated. The 
left and right disparity maps are then fused and the final disparity map is obtained through 

disparity refinement. Experiments show that the algorithm proposed in this paper is fast and 

improved accurate disparity estimation can be obtained in both smooth and disparity discontinuity 
regions of the image. 
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